Iacocca Global Village
For Future Leaders

June 20 – July 25, 2020

Expand your global network. Stretch and strengthen your leadership potential. Enter a diverse world of cultures that you will be part of forever.

The Global Village is a unique leadership experience. Live and work with young professionals and students age 18 to 40+ from 35+ countries in this intensive and extremely diverse learning environment. This 5-week experience includes dynamic workshops and meetings with entrepreneurs and executives, a team project with a local or global organization, visits to NYC and Washington, D.C., and more. Craft your personal leadership vision and plan while engaged in this mentor-rich and collaborative community of leaders from all continents. After the program, join the Global Village Network of 2200+ alumni from 140 countries.

About the Iacocca Institute
The Iacocca Institute creates transformative, hands-on leadership experiences that develop and empower the next generation of global leaders. Collectively, its programs have hosted participants from more than 150 countries. It is part of Lehigh University, recognized among the U.S.’s premier research universities and located in Bethlehem, PA.

Program Cost
Scholarships for TU Dortmund University’s students bring the costs down to approx. 3,000 €. (regular price $7,500) TU alumni pay approx. 5,000 €. This includes the program fee, lodging, materials, site visits, trips to New York City and Washington, D.C., and curriculum-related activities.

Application Deadline
(Referat Internationales)
March 5, 2020

Contact Us
laura.hope@tu-dortmund.de
www.aaa.tu-dortmund.de

Are you ready to take the next step in your leadership journey?

For more information and to apply, visit global.lehigh.edu/iacocca-institute/global-village